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B. I. Blum (APL) and R. E. Miller and R. E. Lenhard, Jr. (JHMI), "Distributed Laboratory Data Processing in a Large Hospi­


J. G. Parker and W. D. Stanbro, “Optical Determination of the Rate of Formation and Decay of O3 (1 W g) in H2O, D2O, and Other Solvents,” Conf. on Singlet Molecular Oxygen, Clearwater Beach, Fla. (4-7 Jun 1984).
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The following papers were presented at the Symp. on the Effect of the Ionosphere on C31 Systems, Alexandria, Va. (1-3 May 1984):

- R. A. Greenwald, K. B. Baker, and R. A. Hutchins (APL) and C. Hanuise (Univ. Toulon), "A New HF Radar for Studying High Latitude F-Region Irregularities;"
- T. A. Potemra, L. J. Zanetti, and P. F. Bythrow, "Global Patterns of Ionospheric and Field-Related Birkeland Currents."

The following papers were presented at the NATO Advanced Research Workshop on the Morphology and Dynamics of the Polar Cap, Lillehammer, Norway (6-12 May 1984):

- R. A. Greenwald, "Coherent Scatter Radar Observations of the Cusp;"
- C. Hanuise (Univ. Toulon), and R. A. Greenwald and K. B. Baker (APL), "Problems in the Determination of Cusp-Related Convection Patterns from Single Radar Observations;"
- C.-I. Meng, "First Imagery of Aurora in Daylight;"
- C.-I. Meng, "The Large Scale Dynamic Motion of the Polar Cap;"
- T. A. Potemra, "Characteristics of Birkeland Currents in the Polar Cap and Cusp."

The following papers were presented at the Spring Meeting, Assoc. for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology, Sarasota (30 Apr-4 May 1984):

- C. L. Aner, L. W. Hirst, H. Abbey, and J. Cohn (JHMI), and H. A. Kues (APL), "Quantitative Analysis of Wide-Field Specular Micrographs;"
- R. A. Farrell and R. L. McCallly, "Light Scattered from the Cornea at Specular and Other Angles;"
- L. W. Hirst (JHMI), H. A. Kues (APL), W. R. Green and S. A. Desta (JHMI), and G. Dunkelberger (APL), "Microwave Induced Corneal Endothelial Changes in Monkeys;"
- R. L. McCally and C. B. Bargeron (APL), W. R. Green (JHMI), and R. A. Farrell (APL), "Beam Diameter Dependence and Healing Processes in CO2 Laser Damaged Corneas;"
- E. Young and M. Farazdaghii (JHMI), H. A. Kues (APL), and R. Prendergast (JHMI), "Improved Model of Corneal Allograft Rejection."

The following papers were presented at the COSPAR Meeting, Graz, Austria (25 Jun-7 Jul 1984):

- R. A. Greenwald, rapporteur, "IMS Results on Electric Fields in the Ionosphere and Magnetosphere;"
- A. Y. L. Liu, "Streaming Reversal of Energetic Particles in the Magnetotail during a Substorm in the IMS Period;"
- C.-I. Meng, "Imaging Aurorae under Full Sunlight;"
- C.-I. Meng, "Simultaneous Observation of the Conjugate Polar Cusp Regions;"
- T. A. Potemra, "Current Systems in the Magnetosphere and Ionosphere and Their Effects;"
- D. M. Rust, "Energy Transfer in Solar Flares."

The following papers were presented at the American Geophysical Union Spring Meeting, Cincinnati (14-18 May 1984):

- K. B. Baker and R. A. Greenwald, "Early Results from the Goose Bay Ionospheric Radar;"
- M. E. Greenspan (APL), D. H. Fairfield (NASA/Goddard), and C.-I. Meng (APL), "Simultaneous Polar Cap and Magnetotail Lobe Observations of Hard, Intense Polar Rain;"
- A. T. Y. Lui (APL) and A. Hasegawa (Bell Labs.), "Implications of a Steady-State Magnetospheric Convection;"
- B. H. Mauk, "Low Energy Particle Measurements within ULF Wave Environments;"
- D. G. Mitchell and D. J. Williams (APL) and T. E. Eastman and L. A. Frank (Univ. Iowa), "Magnetospheric Low-Latitude Boundary Layer Convection Investigated in Energetic Particle (MEPI) and Plasma (LEPEDEA) Data;"
- M. T. Paoessa and A. F. Cheng, "Energetic Ion Losses in Saturn's Magnetosphere;"
- T. A. Potemra, L. J. Zanetti, P. F. Bythrow, and A. T. Y. Lui (APL) and T. Iijima (Univ. Tokyo), "B-Dependent Patterns of High-Latitude Phenomena during Periods of Northward IMF;"
- E. C. Roelof, D. G. Mitchell, and D. J. Williams, "Energetic Neutral Atoms (E > 24 keV) from the Ring Current: Observations from ISEE 1 during a Magnetic Storm;"
May 25 — “Particle Injection Experiments in Space: The AMPTE Program,” S. Krimigis, APL.
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